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OUR GLORIOUS PAST

Krishnagar Government College was founded by the

colonial British Government as part of the endeavour

to disseminate Western education following the

Macaulay formula among colonial subjects chiefly

through the medium of English. With the sanction of

contemporary Governor General of India Lord

Hardinge, a Government order was issued regarding

the foundation of a college at Krishnagar, Nadia on

1st October 1845. Following its formal foundation

on 28th November, 1845, both school and college

sections commenced functioning in a rented house at

Hatarpara, Krishnagar from 1st January, 1846. The

prestigious institution shifted to its present campus

(built on land contributed by Maharaja Srish

Chandra Roy of Nadia and Maharani Swarnamoyee

Devi of Cossimbazar, Murshidabad) from June

1856. Since 1855, the college had been placed under

the purview of the Director of Public Education and

was brought under the affiliation of the University of

Calcutta in 1865. The first principal of the College,

Captain D.L. Richardson, was a renowned

Shakespearean scholar, under whom the fledgling

institution took rapid strides towards excellence,

with sage guidance from teachers like Babu

Ramtanu Lahiri, Pandit Madan Mohan Tarkalankar

and others-who were stalwarts in their respective

domains. Besides academic prowess, contemporary

students of the college were emboldened to question

age-old norms in religion, politics and culture, as

part of the contemporary zeitgeist fostered by the

nineteenth century ‘Bengal Renaissance’. From 1932

onwards, under the aegis of Principal Shri

Rajendranath Sen, the college opened its doors to

female students as well.

The turn of the nineteenth century marked the

awakening of nationalist consciousness among the

intelligentsia, and Krishnagar Government College

was not to be left behind. Shri Manmohan Ghosh,

Shri Pramathanath Bose, Shri Bijoylal

Chattopadhyay, Shri Hemanta Sarkar and several

other students of the college participated in the anti-

colonial freedom struggle at one point or the other.

The students of this college have not been limited to

political activism, but have also left a lasting imprint

in the domain of art and culture. Emninent

personalities of Bengali literature such as Pandit.

Madan Mohan Tarkalankar and the Bengali Modernist

poet Bishnu Dey have glorified the college as faculty

members. Among its notable alumni Nihar Ranjan

Gupta and Narayan Sanyal have enriched Bengali

literature. Beginning in 1867, the students of

Krishnagar Government College have rendered

numerous dramatic pieces on mythological, historical

and social themes. The college also has a rich history

so far as the active participation of its students in

sporting events is concerned. The NCC Unit of the

College, established in 1955, has also contributed

remarkably towards the service of society.

While Krishnagar Government College had been

affiliated to University of Calcutta from 1865 to 1998,

in 1999 it came under the affiliation of University of

Kalyani. In 2008, the college was awarded Grade “A”

by the National Assessment and Accreditation

Council (NAAC). In 2010, the college acquired the

status of ‘College with Potential for Excellence’. In

2015, the institution was awarded once again with

Grade “A” by the NAAC. As recently as 2017,

Krishnagar Government College has been chosen as

‘the Best Performing College of Nadia District’.

Treading along the path of its glorious history, the

institution has now entered the 175th year of its

illustrious existence.

Attention towards holistic development of students

has always been a priority of this prestigious

institution. Apart from helping students in attaining

career-goals, Krishnagar Government College has

imparted among its students values such as

environmental consciousness, health awareness and

social responsibility-to ensure that succeeding

generations strive to leave the world a better place

than they found it.
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• Established on 28th November 1845.

• Government College under the purview of the Director of Public Instruction, Government of West Bengal since 

January 1855.

• Co-educational institute affiliated to University of Kalyani offering UG Pass, Honours as well as PG Courses.

• NAAC Accredited A - Grade College in 2008 (CGPA: 3.14), 2015 (CGPA: 3.17).

• UGC identified Institution as College with ‘Potential for Excellence’ in 2010.

• Recognized as ‘the Best Performing College in Nadia District’ by University of Kalyani in 2017.

• Conveniently located.  Accessible both by road and railway.

• Rambling campus with area of about 24 acres including 2 playgrounds.

• Comprises the age-old Main Building, where the Office of the Principal and sundry Departments are located. 

Besides, there are seven separate buildings lodging many of the other departments. The spacious Central Library 

Building is home to thousands of rare as well as contemporary books and journals.

• The College offers B.Sc. (Honours) degree in the following seven subjects: Botany, Chemistry, Geography, 

Mathematics, Physics, Physiology and Zoology. Statistics is available as a General subject for B.Sc. students.

• The College offers B.A. (Honours) degree in the following seven subjects: Bengali, English, Economics, History, 

Philosophy, Political Science and Sanskrit.

• The College offers B.Sc. (General) degree in Science.

• The College offers B.A. (General) degree in Arts/Humanities/Social Science.

• The College offers M.Sc. degree in Geography, Zoology.

• The College offers M.A. degree in Geography, Bengali and Philosophy. 

• Academic activities of the college are guided by the Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) form of education from 

the academic year 2018-19 onwards, following the instructions and guidelines of the University of Kalyani, with the 

Semester mode (6 months each) of Curriculum Division and Examination.

PROFILE OF THE COLLEGE
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FROM THE  
PRINCIPAL’S DESK

Greetings and welcome to you all from

Krishnagar Government College, a College

which is celebrating its 175th Years of

establishment. This College having more than

4000 students capacity in 14 Honours, 4 PG and

in 2 General Programme Courses and nearly 100

staff members is one of the finest College under

Kalyani University. Krishnagar Government

College, an institution par-excellence and the

best Performing College of Nadia District under

the University of Kalyani and College under the

direct Control of Higher Education Dept.,

Government of West Bengal.

A premier College with highly qualified

academicians imparting education in different

fields of Science and Arts education both in UG

& PG level, the College today enjoys a

reputation for outstanding performance in

academics. The outstanding academic

performance of the college is evident from the

results in the final year examinations.

Education, which serving many fold purposes

is not merely an act of acquiring knowledge but

learning a skill to lead life and forming one’s

personality and future profession. Education is

the tool for social, economical and philosophical

emancipation. This is an ennobling process of

growth and holistic development and also to

produce intellectually sound, morally upright,

socially concerned young men and women to be

of service to the nation. This is evident from the

list of noble Alumni this college has produced

during its long and continuous journey of 175

yrs.

This College is substantially contributed to the

process of Nation building since pre independent

India by providing quality education. We have

plans and dreams in the years to come. We

propose to introduce Academic Audit for every

Department by both internal and external experts. This

aims at the regular scrutiny of the quality of teaching

I can boldly say that we have excelled in every initiative

that we undertook and we have stood together in facing

the challenges in imparting quality education.

I feel happy when bright and talented students

perform remarkably well. However what makes me

happier is that when a socioeconomically weaker

student progresses steadily overcoming his/her

difficulties.

I would like to mention here, this yr since mid of

March 2020 we are facing an unusual situation of

COVID-19 pandemic in our country and state of West

Bengal along with many European countries and USA.

Govt. declared LOCKDOWN and schools and Colleges

are under lock and key for the last about 4 months. Also

it is not clear at this point of time when situation will

normalize but I would hope that soon situation will be

conducive when once again hundreds of students will

return to campus for their academic endeavor for better

academic excellence.

Dr. Sobhan Niyogi

Associate Professor, Dept of Chemistry

and

Officer in Charge

Krishnagar Government College
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Choice Based Credit System

University Grants Commission has come up with the Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) programme in

which the students have a choice to choose from the prescribed courses, which are referred as core, elective

or minor or soft skill courses and they can learn at their own pace and the entire assessment is graded-based

on a credit system. The basic idea is to look into the needs of the students to keep up-to-date with

development of higher education in India and abroad. In response to the notification of University of Kalyani,

the Undergraduate Board of Studies of University of Kalyani has revised and modified syllabi of different

subjects under Semester and CBCS scheme following the recommendations and Guidelines of UGC and

WBHEC. The ultimate goal of the syllabus is that the students at the end are able to secure a job. Keeping in

mind and in tune with the changing nature of the subject, adequate emphasis has been given on new

techniques and understanding of the subject.

With this objective Krishnagar Government College is always ready to give emphasis on Modern

Education system and is ready to adopt this CBCS already proposed by the University to all its UG and PG

departments.

Semester-wise Course Distribution: B.Sc./B.A. (Honours)

Semester I II III IV V VI

Core Course

(CC)

CC-1

(6 Credits)

CC-2

(6 Credits)

CC-3

(6 Credits)

CC-4

(6 Credits)

CC-5

(6 Credits)

CC-6

(6 Credits)

CC-7

(6 Credits)

CC-8

(6 Credits)

CC-9

(6 Credits)

CC-10

(6 Credits)

CC-11

(6 Credits)

CC-12

(6 Credits)

CC-13

(6 Credits)

CC-14

(6 Credits)

E
le

ct
iv

e 
C

o
u
rs

es

Generic Elective

(GE)

GE-1

(6 Credits)

GE-2

(6 Credits)

GE-3

(6 Credits)

GE-4

(6 Credits)

Discipline Specific 

Elective

(DSE)

DSE-1

(6 Credits)

DSE-2

( 6 Credits)

DSE-3

( 6 Credits)

DSE-4

( 6 Credits)

A
b

il
it

y
 

E
n
h
an

ce
m

e
n

t 

C
o

u
rs

es
 (

A
E

C
) Ability Enhancement  

Compulsory Courses

(AECC)

ENVS

(2 Credits)

English / 

MIL

(2 Credits)

Skill Enhancement 

Courses

(SEC)

SEC-1

(2 Credits)

SEC-2

(2 Credits)

Total Credits: 140 20 20 26 26 24 24

Choice Based Credit System
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B.Sc. (General Courses)

Semester I II III IV V VI

Core Course

(CC)

CC-1A

(6 Credits)

CC-2A

(6 Credits)

CC-3A

(6 Credits)

CC-1B

(6 Credits)

CC-2B

(6 Credits)

CC-3B

(6 Credits)

CC-1C

(6 Credits)

CC-2C

(6 Credits)

CC-3C

(6 Credits)

CC-1D

(6 Credits)

CC-2D

(6 Credits)

CC-3D

(6 Credits)

Discipline Specific Elective

(DSE)

DSE-1A

(6 Credits)

DSE-2A

(6 Credits)

DSE-3A

(6 Credits)

DSE-1B

(6 Credits)

DSE-2B

(6 Credits)

DSE-3B

(6 Credits)

A
b

il
it

y
 E

n
h
an

ce
m

e
n

t 
C

o
u
rs

es
 

(A
E

C
)

Ability Enhancement  

Compulsory Courses

(AECC)

English / MIL

(2 Credits)

ENVS

(2 Credits)

Skill Enhancement 

Courses

(SEC)

SEC-1

(2 Credits)

SEC-2

(2 Credits)

SEC-3

(2 Credits)

SEC-4

(2 Credits)

Total Credits: 120 20 20 20 20 20 20

Semester I II III IV V VI

Core Course

(CC)

CC-1A

(6 credits)

CC-2A

(6 credits)

CC-1B

(6 credits)

CC-2B

(6 credits)

CC-1C

(6 credits)

CC-2C

(6 credits)

CC-1D

(6 credits)

CC-2D

(6 credits)

Language Core Course (LCC)

( Alt. English/Bengali)

LCC-1A 

(English)

(6 Credits)

LCC-2A

(Bengali)

(6 Credits)

LCC-1B

(English)

(6 Credits)

LCC-2B

(Bengali)

(6 Credits)

E
le

ct
iv

e 
C

o
u
rs

es

Generic Elective

(GE)

GE-1

(6 Credits)

GE-2

(6 Credits)

Discipline Specific 

Elective

(DSE)

DSE-1A

(6 Credits)

DSE-2A

(6 Credits)

DSE-1B

(6 Credits)

DSE-2B

(6 Credits)

A
b

il
it

y
 E

n
h
an

ce
m

e
n
t 

C
o

u
rs

es
 (

A
E

C
) Ability Enhancement  

Compulsory Courses

(AECC)

English / MIL

(2 Credits)

ENVS

(2 Credits)

Skill Enhancement 

Courses

(SEC)

SEC-1

(2 Credits)

SEC-2

(2 Credits)

SEC-3

(2 Credits)

SEC-4

(2 Credits)

Total Credits: 120 20 20 20 20 20 20

B.A. (General Courses)
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The college offers the following Honours and General courses of studies in B.Sc./B.A. stream. Honours

subjects/General course wise number of seats and corresponding combination of Generic Elective subjects

are listed below:

Honours 

Subjects

(CC)

No. of Seats: 2020-21
Available Combination of GE 

subjects (Choose any two):

1ST subject for 1st &2nd Semester 

and 2nd subject for 3rd &4th

Semester

GEN+PH 

+SP
SC+PH ST+PH

OBC-A 

+PH

OBC-B 

+PH
Total

1.Botany 27+1+1 10+1 3+0 5+0 4+0 52
Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, 

Physiology, Statistics, Zoology

2.Chemistry 27+1+1 10+1 3+0 5+0 4+0 52
Mathematics, Physics, Physiology, 

Statistics, Zoology, Economics

3.Economics 42+2+1 17+1 5+0 8+0 6+0 82
English, Mathematics, Statistics, 

Political Science

4. Geography 35+2+1 14+1 4+0 7+0 5+0 69
English, Political Science, 

Economics, History

5.Mathematics 45+2+1 18+1 5+0 9+0 6+0 87
Botany, Chemistry, Physics, 

Physiology, Statistics, Economics

6.Physics 27+1+1 10+1 3+0 5+0 4+0 52
Botany, Chemistry, Mathematics, 

Physiology, Statistics, Economics

7.Physiology 22+1+1 9+0 3+0 4+0 3+0 43
Botany, Chemistry, Mathematics, 

Physics, Zoology, Economics

8.Zoology 27+1+1 10+1 3+0 5+0 4+0 52
Botany, Chemistry, Mathematics, 

Physiology, Statistics, Economics

Bachelor of Science (Honours)

UG  ADMISSION

Education Excellence Award 2018
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B.Sc. and B.A. (General Courses)

Honours 

Subjects

(CC)

No. of Seats: 2020-21
Available Combination of GE 

Subjects (Choose any two):

1ST subject for 1st &2nd

Semester and 2nd subject for 

3rd &4th Semester

GEN+PH 

+SP
SC+PH ST+PH OBC-A +PH

OBC-B 

+PH
Total

1. Bengali 50+3+1 21+1 6+0 9+1 7+0 99
History, Sanskrit, Philosophy, 

Political Science

2. English 50+3+1 21+1 6+0 9+1 7+0 99
Political Science, Philosophy, 

Economics, Sanskrit

3.History 50+3+1 21+1 6+0 9+1 7+0 99
Bengali, Political Science, 

Philosophy, Sanskrit

4.Philosophy 50+3+1 21+1 6+0 9+1 7+0 99
History, English, Sanskrit, 

Bengali

5.Political 

Science
42+2+1 17+1 5+0 8+0 6+0 82

Bengali, History, English,

Sanskrit

6.Sanskrit 50+3+1 21+1 6+0 9+1 7+0 99
Bengali, Political Science, 

Philosophy, History

Bachelor of Arts (Honours)

Stream

No. of Seats: 2020-21
Available Core Course 

Subjects (CC)*GEN+PH+

SP
SC+PH ST+PH OBC-A+PH

OBC-

B+PH
Total

B.A. (Gen.) 102+6+2 42+2 11+1 19+1 13+1 200

Bengali, English, History, 

Political Science, Philosophy, 

Sanskrit, Economics 

(Choose any two)

B.Sc. (Gen.) 42+2+2 17+1 5+0 8+0 6+0 83

Botany, Chemistry, 

Economics, Mathematics, 

Physics, Physiology, 

Statistics, Zoology 

(Choose any three)

*For General Courses; Physics and Zoology, Botany and Economics, Statistics and Physiology cannot be taken together.

Students Participation in 175th Anniversary Celebration 
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Admission to post graduate courses in Krishnagar Government College are taken as per University of

Kalyani notification. PG course-wise number of seats for students of Home University and other than

Home University are listed below:

Seat allotment for students of Home University: 2020-21

PG  ADMISSION

Seat allotment for students of other than Home University: 2020-21

Subjects General+PH+SP SC+PH ST+PH OBC-A+PH OBC-B+PH
Total

(80% Category)

Total intake

capacity

Bengali 31+2+1 13+1 4+0 6+0 4+0 62 78

Geography 14+1+1 7+0 2+0 3+0 2+0 30 38

Philosophy 28+1+1 11+1 3+0 5+0 4+0 54 68

Zoology 10+1+1 5+0 1+0 2+0 2+0 22 27

Subjects General+PH+SP SC+PH ST+PH OBC-A +PH OBC-B+PH
Total

(20% Category)

Total intake

capacity

Bengali 7+0+1 4+0 1+0 2+0 1+0 16 78

Geography 3+0+1 2+0 0+0 1+0 1+0 08 38

Philosophy 7+0+1 3+0 1+0 1+0 1+0 14 68

Zoology 2+0+1 1+0 0+0 1+0 0+0 05 27

Annual Sports Meet 2020
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Fees Structure for B.A. and B.Sc. Honours Course (2020-21)

Head of Account B.A. Honours 

(Amount in Rupees)

B.Sc. Honours 

(Amount in Rupees)

Tuition Fee (July – December) 75/-× 6 = 450/- 110/-× 6 = 660/-

Admission Fee 75/- 110/-

College Examinations 1/- 1/-

Laboratory caution deposit Nil 25/-

Library caution deposit 5/- 5/-

Total Government Fees 531/- 801/-

Session charge 100/- 100/-

University sport & centre fee 50/- 50/-

Registration fee 100/- 100/-

Registration form 10/- 10/-

Development fee 50/- 50/-

Students health home fee 10/- 10/-

Identity card 60/- 60/-

Miscellaneous Fee 20/- 20/-

Total Non-Government Fees 400/- 400/-

Total Amount 931/- 1201/-

Fees Structure for B.A. and B.Sc. General Course (2020-21)

Head of Account B.A. General

(Amount in Rupees)

B.Sc. General

(Amount in Rupees)

Tuition Fee (July – December) 50/-× 6 = 300/- 85/-× 6 = 510/-

Admission Fee 50/- 85/-

College Examinations 1/- 1/-

Laboratory caution deposit Nil 5/-

Library caution deposit 5/- 5/-

Total Government Fees 356/- 606/-

Session charge 100/- 100/-

University sport & centre fee 50/- 50/-

Registration fee 100/- 100/-

Registration form 10/- 10/-

Development fee 50/- 50/-

Students health home fee 10/- 10/-

Identity card 60/- 60/-

Miscellaneous Fee 20/- 20/-

Total Non-Government Fees 400/- 400/-

Total Amount 756/- 1006/-
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1.  The following conditions (regarding marks) are to be fulfilled by an applicant seeking admission in Honours 

Course.

1.1.  Aggregate of 45% marks in the previous examination (+2), 55% marks in relevant subject or related 

subjects.

or

1.2.  Aggregate of 50% marks in the previous examination (+2), 45% marks in relevant subject or related 

subjects.

or

1.3.  Aggregate of 55% marks to be obtained where the applicant has not studied the relevant subject or related 

subjects.

1.4.   Relaxation of 5% in total aggregate for the SC/ ST applicants.

2.   An applicant of B.A. (General) Course should have 40% aggregate marks in the best 5 subjects and B.Sc. 

(General) Course should have 45% marks in the best 5 subjects respectively in the previous examination. 

Passing the +2 examination is the only criterion for SC/ST applicants.

3.  Subjects related to Economics: Mathematics, Statistics and Business Economics & Business Mathematics.

4.   Subject related to Philosophy: Psychology.

5.   If Honours Subject is Chemistry; the candidate should pass out in Chemistry, Physics and Mathematics in 

the previous examination (+2).

6.   If a candidate seeks admission in Mathematics as the Honours or a General subject, he/ she should pass out 

in Mathematics in the previous examination (+2).

7.   If a candidate seeks admission in Physics as the Honours or a General subject, he/ she should pass out in 

Mathematics and Physics in the previous examination (+2).

8.   If a candidate seeks admission in Botany, Zoology as the Honours or a General subject he/ she should pass 

out in Life Science/ Biology in the previous examination (+2).

9.   A candidate shall be allowed to take up Honours in Physiology only if he/she has passed in Biological 

Sciences and Chemistry at the previous qualifying examination (+2).

10. All the applicants must pass out in English of at least 100 marks in the previous examination (+2).

Reserved Seats

Scheduled Castes: 22%, Scheduled Tribes: 6%, OBC-A: 10%, OBC-B: 7% , Physically Handicapped: 5% 

(within each category), Sports: one seat in each Honours subject; 5% seats (not more than two) for B.A. /B.Sc. 

Gen. Course.

Eligible Games:

1.   For Male Candidates: Athletics, Badminton, Basket Ball, Cricket, Foot Ball, Gymnastics, Hand Ball, 

Hockey, Kabaddi, Kho-Kho, Table Tennis, Volley Ball.

2.   For Female Candidates:  Athletics, Badminton, Basket Ball, Gymnastics, Hand Ball, Hockey, Kabaddi, 

Kho-Kho, Table Tennis, Volley Ball.

Parameters of Eligibility:

1.  Playing experience in Games and Sports of minimum 02 years at the Inter-University Level.

2.   Participation in Inter District School, or, State Inter -School, or, State-Junior, or, Open Inter District 

Tournaments, or, State Open Championship, Calcutta First Division Championships.

3. Certification from State Level Games Organization, The District Officer for Physical Education, DSA or 

DSSA shall only be accepted. 

Note:    Students who have passed their Higher Secondary or its equivalent examinations earlier than the year 

of 2020 will have 2% of their aggregate marks deducted.

Rules and regulations for admission in UG Course
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Brief Overview

Physics as a subject has been taught at the

Krishnagar Government College since 1880.

However, the department of Physics started

its journey in 1962 by offering Physics as an

honours subject. The department started

functioning in its current building from the

year 1982. Presently the department offers

Physics as a subject both in the honours and

general courses under the Choice Based

Credit System (CBCS). The department

since its inception has undertaken a

progressive journey towards acquiring

academic excellence thereby establishing

itself as one of the most prominent

departments at the college.

Facilities

The department of Physics is equipped with a state-of-the-art

infrastructural set-up to support adequately the teaching-learning

process. The department has several classrooms including three

spacious gallery rooms. One of the gallery rooms is ICT enabled

which facilitates imparting education to the students more

efficiently. A number of big laboratories including a fully air-

conditioned optical laboratory and a very well-equipped computer.

The department also has a rich departmental seminar library

having almost 500.

Modus Operandi

As the department constantly

strives for attaining academic

excellence, it promotes original

thinking among the students and

also encourages them to move

beyond the syllabus-centric study.

The fact that most of the students of

the department get more than 60%

of marks in their university

examinations, proves the

effectiveness of the teaching

methods followed in the

department. The department also

takes pride in its alumni who have

excelled in different fields.

Faculty Members

1. Dr.Bishwajit Paul, Assistant Professor and HOD

2. Sri. Arjun Das, Assistant Professor

3. Dr. Nirmalendu Hui, Assistant Professor

4. Dr. Subhadip Nath, Assistant Professor

5. Dr. Hiranmay Pal, State Aided College Teacher

Celebration of 175th Anniversary of our College 

Krishnagar Government college: Prospectus 2020
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Brief Overview

The department of Chemistry, Krishnagar

Government College, started its journey in 1873

with the UG General course in Chemistry.

However, the UG Honours course in Chemistry

was introduced in 1951. The department has

evolved over the time and remained committed to

academic excellence. Under the Choice Based

Credit System (CBCS), the department besides

offering Honours course in Chemistry, offers

Chemistry General course to the students of

Physics, Mathematics, Botany, Zoology and

Physiology Honours. The department is privileged

to have extremely dynamic and dedicated faculty

members who have made notable contributions in

their own fields.

Facilities

In order to facilitate the teaching-learning

process, the department is endowed with good

infrastructural facilities which include three

theory class rooms, four laboratories and a

computer room. The department also has a

well-equipped seminar library from where

books are lent to the students on a regular basis.

Modus Operandi

The department of Chemistry attempts to provide the

students with a vibrant learning environment in order to

foster in them original analytical thinking. The

department also organizes seminars, workshops, special

lectures by eminent scientists from different research

institutes and IITs, and industry visits to keep the students

up to date with the latest developments in the field. The

thrust of the department is on promoting interdisciplinary

learning in order to equip the students with necessary

skills required to compete with confidence in different

sectors of this ever-changing society. The fact that

several alumni of this department have established

themselves in different fields-from academics to

administration, bears testimony to it. The department

intends to go forward with same sincerity and dedication.

Faculty Members

1. Dr. Sobhan Niyogi, Associate Professor &

Officer-in-Charge of the College

2. Dr.Pritha Mandal, Assistant Professor & HOD

3. Dr. Debajyoti Saha, Assistant Professor

4. Dr. Abhijit Biswas, Assistant Professor

5. Dr. Rubina Rahman, Assistant Professor

Department organized a seminar cum workshop Department celebrating 175 Anniversary of our college

Krishnagar Government college: Prospectus 2020
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Brief Overview

Mathematics as a subject of the general course has been

taught at Krishnagar Government College since 1875.

However, mathematics as an Honours subject was first

offered in 1918 by the department. Under the current

Choice Based Credit System (CBCS), the department

offers Honours course in mathematics which is of three

years duration consisting of six semesters and also

offered as a general elective course to the students of

some of the other departments.

The department of mathematics is boosted by the

presence of a set of dynamic and dedicated faculty

members with many years of valuable teaching

experiences and who are also engaged in quality

research in their respective fields. The department got a

new feather in its cap when the present HOD, Dr.

Kalidas Das was honoured with the prestigious “Siksha

Ratna 2019" award by the Government of West Bengal

in 2019 for his outstanding contribution in teaching and

research through out his career.

Facilities

The department of Mathematics is furnished

with a modern infrastructural set-up to aid the

students and teachers in their quest to explore

the fascinating world of numbers. The

department has a separate building where

three classrooms are used for taking theory

classes. One of the distinguishing features of

the department is its well-equipped computer

laboratory where presently more than twenty

five computers are used for holding practical

classes. The department also has a rich

seminar library from where students can

borrow books.

Modus Operandi

The teachers constantly experiment with new pedagogic

practices in the classroom in order to enhance the problem-

solving abilities and analytical skills of the students. The fact

that the students of this department secure their places in the

university rank list in every academic year and many of

them proceed to pursue higher studies in prestigious

institutes like the IITs and the NITs speaks volumes of this

department.

Department celebrating 175 Anniversary of our college

Faculty Members

1. Dr. Kalidas Das, Associate Professor, HOD

2. Dr. Pranab Bhattacharjee, Assistant Professor

3. Dr. Gopal Das, Assistant Professor

4. Dr. Sujit Ghosh, Assistant Professor

Teacher’s Day Celebration, 2019

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
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Brief Overview

The Department of Botany, Krishnagar

Government College came into existence in the

year 1984. Initially the department used to offer

Botany only as a General subject. Later on the

Department of Botany began offering the subject

to students of Undergraduate Honours as well as

Pass course. Effective from the 2018-19 academic

session, the Department of Botany in concurrence

with University of Kalyani directives following

UGC guidelines, started functioning under the

CBCS Mode. The department besides offering

Honours course in Botany offers Botany General

Course to the other Honours students . The

department is privileged to have extremely

dynamic and dedicated faculty members who have

made notable contributions in their own fields.

Facilities Modus Operandi

The department of Botany tries to ensure for the students

an energetic learning environment that would hopefully

foster stimulate them to indulge in original scientific

thinking. Seminars, Workshops, Special Lectures graced

by the presence of eminent personalities related to the

discipline are organized by the department from time to

time, with the objective of boosting the inquisitive temper

of the students besides acquainting them with the latest

developments in the field. A major impetus of the

department is the promotion of interdisciplinary learning,

simultaneously endowing the students with requisite skills,

thus empowering them accommodate themselves in

different sectors of our ever-changing society. Several

alumni of this department have established themselves in

diverse fields ranging from academics to administration.

The intention of the department is to maintain the high

standard it has set since its inception, banking on sincerity,

devotion and co-operation.

In order to facilitate the teaching-learning

process, the department is endowed with good

infrastructural facilities which include two

galleries for theory classes and five

laboratories for students’ practical classes as

well as research work of faculty members.

The Department has a very good Seminar

Library with huge stock of text books and

reference books for use of the students. Books

are regularly issued to students under the

supervision of one of our faculty member.

Faculty Members

1. Dr. Pintu Banerjee, Associate Professor &

HOD

2. Dr. Sharmistha Maity, Associate Professor

3. Dr. Rituparna Kundu Chaudhuri, Assistant

Professor

4. Dr. Somanjana Khatua, Assistant Professor

Educational tour with UG students

On the occasion of Teachers’ Day, 2019 Parents Teachers Meeting , 2019

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY

Krishnagar Government college: Prospectus 2020
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Brief Overview

The department of Zoology,

Krishnagar Government College,

commenced its journey in the year

1984. However, the post graduate

course in Zoology was introduced in

2010. At present, it offers both honours

and general courses in Zoology under

the Choice Based Credit System

(CBCS) along with offering PG course

in Zoology. The department is housed

at the Botany building. It occupies a

distinguished place at the college due

to its quality of teaching and level of

research.

Facilities

The department is well-furnished with a modern

infrastructural set up including four state-of-the-art

laboratories, one central instrument room, a computer

and microscopy room and a rich museum. The

laboratories are equipped with modern sophisticated

instruments such as electrical microscopes with

camera, UV spectrophotometer, PCR machine,

centrifuge machine, refrigerator, hot air oven,

autoclave, egg incubator etc. One among the four

theory classrooms of the department has been

converted into a smart class room for imparting

quality education to the students. The departmental

seminar library has a good stock of text books and

reference books for use by the students.

Modus Operandi

The department attempts to provide the students

with a joyful learning environment in order to

ensure their whole-hearted participation in learning.

The faculty experiments with innovative pedagogic

practices to make the teaching-learning process

more effective. Hands on experience in different

fields is provided to the students through field visits,

trips etc. Over the years, the department has

produced students who have excelled in university

examinations. A number of students of the

department have qualified prestigious exams like

JGEEBILS (TIFR), JAM (BL and BT), JNU-CEEB

etc. or pursued doctoral research in eminent

institutes like NIBMG, IISER, Bose institute etc. As

the department seeks to achieve holistic

development for individual students, it also

encourages them to participate in extra-curricular

activities like model and poster making, room

decoration etc., and college programmes.

Faculty Members

1. Dr. Sumana Das, Assistant Professor, HOD

2. Dr. Sutapa Sanyal, Assistant Professor

3. Dr. Himani Biswas, Assistant Professor

4. Sri. Chandan Sarkar, Assistant Professor

5. Dr. Tanmay Sanyal, Assistant Professor

6. Dr. Sumana Mukherjee Tarafdar, SACT

Microscopy Laboratory Fishery and Aquaculture Laboratory

Educational tour with UG and PG students

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY (U.G. & P.G.) 
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Brief Overview

The Department of Physiology,

Krishnagar Government College,

was established in the year 1988.

The department initially offered

Physiology as a General subject.

However, UG Honours

programme in Physiology was

introduced in 1998. In 2018,

following UGC directives, the

department rolled out the Choice

Based Credit System (CBCS).

Facilities

The department is equipped with adequate

infrastructural facilities to meet the demands of the

teaching-learning process. It has a number of modern

laboratories that include a Histology laboratory, a

Biochemistry laboratory, a Microbiology laboratory, a

Computer laboratory with internet connectivity and an

Experimental Physiology laboratory. The department

also has a well-stocked seminar library from where

students can borrow books.

Modus Operandi

The department attempts to enhance the analytic

skills of the students in an intellectual

environment that is stimulating and nurturing. It

provides an engagement with topics as varied as

cellular basis of Physiology, biological physics

and enzymes, chemistry of bio-molecules,

circulating body-fluids, metabolism and nutrition,

endocrinology, and reproductive function. The

faculty employs learner-centric pedagogy to

maximise the learning process. The students

graduating from this department are well-trained

either to pursue higher studies and move into the

field of research or to find employment in other

sectors. The students are also encouraged to

participate in co-curricular activities.

Faculty Members

1. Dr. Maitrayee Banerjee (Mukherjee), Assistant 

Professor & HOD

2. Dr. Achintya Mohan Goswami, Assistant 

Professor

3. Dr. Kaushik Sarkar, Assistant Professor

4. Dr. Krishnendu Sarkar, Assistant Professor

Participation of students in NSS program Parent Teachers Meeting, 2019 

Department celebrating 175 Anniversary of our college

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY

Krishnagar Government college: Prospectus 2020
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Brief Overview

The postgraduate department of Geography is

celebrating its Silver Jubilee in 2020. Established

in 1996, the department had successfully started its

postgraduate course in a very short duration (in

2003), with specialization in Urban Geography and

Fluvial Geomorphology and is precursor to the PG

department of the University of Kalyani, which

started in 2004. It was started by the noted stalwart

Dr. Pranab Roy. The students have also been taught

by Prof. Jayasri Ray Chaudhuri, who is presently

the DPI of Department of Higher Education,

Government of West Bengal

Facilities

The department has a well-equipped GIS and RS

laboratory. It has all the modern instruments and

equipments (like total station, theodolite, dumpy level,

velocity meter to name a few) needed for postgraduate

study and beyond. The department also boasts of a rich

seminar library that contains few rare books.

Modus Operandi

For further enrichment of students, the department

occasionally organizes seminars on contemporary

issues of the field, which are delivered by

dedicated experts in the field. Also as a part of the

curriculum, postgraduate students are mandatorily

required to submit term papers, prepare a

dissertation, and also deliver a presentation based

on research that prepares them for the professional

pitch. The lessons are not only confined to the

college campus, but mandatory field trips are also

conducted for both undergraduate and

postgraduate courses, for partial fulfillment of

curriculum under the University of Kalyani. Apart

from producing university rank-holders

consistently every year, students actively

participate in extracurricular activities like

dancing, singing, recitation, sports, etc. Each year

at least one or two postgraduate students

successfully qualify NET/SET/SLET.

Faculty Members

1. Dr Lila Mahato, Associate Professor, HOD

2. Dr Balai Chandra Das, Associate Professor

3. Smt. Sarmistha Das, Assistant Professor. 

4. Smt. Indrita Saha, Assistant Professor.

5. Dr. Samsul Hoque, Assistant Professor.

6. Dr. Debika Ghosh, Assistant Professor.

7. Sri. Mehedi Hasan Mandal, Assistant Professor

8. Sri. Alok Roy, Assistant Professor

9. Smt. Kaustabi Maitra, SACT

10. Dr.  Bhaskar Samanta, SACT

11.Smt. Payel Bhattacharya, SACT

UG Educational Excursion PG Educational Excursion 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY (U.G. & P.G. )
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Brief Overview

The department of Economics at

Krishnagar Government College was

established in the year 1941. It,

therefore, carries with it a glorious

heritage of almost eighty years.

Presently, the department offers both

honours and general courses in

Economics under the Choice Based

Credit System (CBCS). The

department functions as a well-knit

community of accomplished and

highly committed teaching faculty

and a very vibrant group of student

body.

Facilities

The department has two theory

classrooms at the main building of

the college. It also has a well-

stocked seminar library from where

students can borrow books.

Modus Operandi

The department of Economics seeks not only to enable the students

to excel in examinations but also to fine tune their thought process

so that they can adapt themselves to the principles of economic

reasoning. The department has produced toppers in the university

examinations over the years which proves the effectiveness of the

teaching methods employed by the faculty. After passing out, most

of the students pursue their studies at Master’s level. The

department also encourages the overall personal growth of

individual students and their enthusiastic participations in

departmental programmes and college events reward this initiative

of the department. It equips the students with necessary skills so

that they can establish themselves in various sectors like teaching,

research, banking etc. The department can live up to the

expectations of serious students all the time and in all the days to

come

Faculty Members

1. Dr. Mahuya Chakrabarti, Associate

Professor and HOD

2. Dr. Sreerupa Roy, Assistant 

Professor

3. Dr. Moumita Basu, Assistant 

Professor

4. Smt. Debasree Bose, Assistant 

Professor 

Department celebrating 175 Anniversary of our college

Faculty members and students at the Teacher’s day celebration

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
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Brief Overview

The Department of Bengali at Krishnagar

Government College was set up in the year 1941.

At the UG level, Bengali is offered as an Honours

subject, as a General Elective subject (for students

with Honours in other subjects) as well as one of

the subjects in B. A. General Programme. The

Department of Bengali, Krishnagar Government

College also offers Bengali at the PG level. The

express aim of the Department is to impart

inclusive education amongst all students. The

glory of the department rests in respect of both--

the teacher and the taught, the educator and the

alumnus.

Facilities

The Department possesses a Seminar Library

endowed with approximately two thousand texts

and reference books. The collection includes

several rare and out-of print books. Students are

encouraged to expand their horizons of knowledge

by borrowing frequently from this library. Regular

class tests are held as part of the continuous

evaluation process. Evaluation of the performance

of students in student seminars, group discussions

and research papers included in PG courses are part

of the efficiency-assessment measures the

department undertakes for the benefit of the

students.

Modus Operandi

Faculty members at the Department of Bengali are ever-

aware of their important role in sustaining the glory and

the heritage of the venerable institution. As language

teaching and literary studies become increasingly

enmeshed in the matrix of culture studies in a globalized

scenario, the Department of Bengali responds to the

need of the hour by incorporating more and more

technology-based pedagogic practices in the language

learning classroom. Significant among others is the

introduction of the LCD projector, utilized regularly to

exhibit films relevant to the syllabus. The department

periodically organizes invited lectures to better orient

the students. To promote the research activity among

students seminars and conferences are regularly

organized, besides publishing their work in the College

Journal. Regular visits to places of literary interest and

historical importance are arranged for empirical

enlivening of bookish knowledge. The department aims

to empower the students with relevant knowledge,

competence and creativity to face the challenges in

different spheres of their life.

Faculty Members

1. Dr Indrani Goswami, Assistant Professor &

HOD

2. Dr Amaresh Mandal, Associate Professor

3. Dr Panchanan Mandal, Associate Professor

4. Smt. Debahuti Sarkar, Assistant Professor

5. Dr Ritankar Mukherjee, Assistant Professor

6. Dr Ruchira Chakraborty, Assistant Professor

Teacher’s day celebration Educational tour of the Department

DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI (U.G. & P.G.) 
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Brief Overview

The Department of Political Science of

Krishnagar Government College was

established in the year 1952. The Department

provides Honours and General Courses at the

undergraduate level. The Department has

successfully adopted the CBCS system

introduced by the University of Kalyani and

conducts its GE, SEC and DSC courses in

collaboration with the departments of Bengali,

History, English, Sanskrit and Geography.

The Department actively participates in extra-

curricular activities and boasts of a qualified,

able and diverse faculty engaged in research

in publication in fields such as Postcolonial

Political Theory, Gender, International

Relations etc.

Facilities

In order to facilitate an environment conducive to

teaching-learning, the department presently uses

three class rooms at the main building of the

college. The department is equipped with a well-

stocked seminar library, enhanced regularly with

addition of diverse books of high quality acquired

from the RUSA grant. The students are further

encouraged to explore the Central Library of their

college for text as well as reference books. The

department frequently uses the digital classroom

facilities afforded by the college.

Modus Operandi

Political Science is principally a theoretical subject

at the undergraduate level. However, the department

attempts to instill a sense of context and perspective

in the minds of the students by frequently resorting

to activities such as the Youth Parliament, National

Voter’s Day observation and frequent participation

in subject-related quiz contests, extempore etc. to

keep their interest alive in the subject. Parents-

Teacher meetings are organized to keep the parents

abreast of their ward’s activities inside the college.

Academic as well as professional careers of several

students from this department testify to its strength.

In the recent past, the department has witnessed

many of its students pursuing further study and

research at eminent institutes of the state as well as

the country.

Faculty Members

1. Sri. Mainak Putatunda, Assistant Professor & HOD

2. Sri. Manojit Mondal, Assistant Professor

3. Sri. Abinash Darnal, Assistant Professor

4. Dr. Ashraful Islam Lashkar, Assistant Professor

Department celebrating 175 Anniversary of our college

Youth parliament competition at MGC Parent Teacher Meeting, 2019

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
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Brief Overview

The Department of English is one among the

four (English, Sanskrit, History, Philosophy)

inaugural departments with which Krishnagar

Government College began its journey in 1846.

At present the department offers Undergraduate

Honours and General courses. Since the

introduction of CBCS in 2018, emphasis has

been placed on making students acquainted

with world ‘Englishes’ in a globalised scenario,

besides maintaining critical focus on literature

from the British isles. ELT, Linguistics and

Skill-Enhancement courses have been included

in the UG CBCS curriculum to familiarize

students with recent trends in English studies.

In its illustrious history, the department boasts

of several alumni who have established

themselves in prestigious positions in society,

ranging from administration to academics.

Facilities

The Department of English has one state-of-

the-art Language Laboratory, used for

interactive learning purposes, especially in

the field of Linguistics.

Modus Operandi

The department of English seeks to provide the

students with a stimulating and nurturing learning

environment in order to develop their critical and

creative abilities. Arcadia, the wall-magazine of the

department, is a platform where the students can

realize their creative potentials. The classes are

interactive spaces where students are encouraged to

ask questions, engage in discussions and also to respect

the opinions of others. The faculty takes special care in

arranging tutorial and remedial classes to provide the

students with valuable feedback. The department also

organizes special lectures, film screenings, seminars

etc. to widen the knowledge of the students.

Faculty Members

1. Dr Pulakesh Ghosh -Assistant Professor and 

HOD

2. Shri.Sambuddha Ghosh-Assistant Professor

3. Smt. Anindita Haldar-Assistant Professor

4. Smt. Sudeshna Mukherjee-Assistant 

Professor

5. Shri. Arnab Mandal-Assistant Professor

6. Shri. Suman Banerjee-Assistant Professor

Celebration of 175th Anniversary of our College

On the occasion of Teachers’ Day, 2019

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
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Brief Overview

The glorious history of the Department

of Sanskrit ranges back to 1846, when

Krishnagar Government College began

its illustrious journey. Currently it offers

Honours and General Courses for

Undergraduate courses. A major factor

responsible for shaping the core of

Indian culture and heritage, knowledge

of Sanskrit imparts not just literary

education but value education as well.

This twin endeavour has been the

driving force behind the pedagogic

activities of the grand old Department

of Sanskrit at Krishnagar Government

College.

Facilities

The department of Sanskrit has two theory

classrooms at the main building of the college.

It also has a well-stocked seminar library with

around 500 books.

Modus Operandi

The faculty members of the department encourage

the students to approach the study of Sanskrit as the

study of a subject that since time immemorial acts as

an important repository of Indian cultural,

philosophical and ethical values. Special care is also

taken by the faculty to build up fluency in the

students in speaking and writing the Sanskrit

language. The department is proactive in organizing

seminars and special lectures to keep the students

informed about the latest trends in different fields of

Sanskrit studies.

Faculty Members

1. Smt. Mom Roy Choudhury-Assistant Professor

and HOD

2. Dr Ashrumita Bhattacharya, Assistant Professor

3. Smt. Moumita Mondal, Assistant Professor

4. Shri. Pitambar Nirala, Assistant Professor

5. Smt. Ranita Ghosh, Assistant Professor

6. Smt. Anamika Adhikari, SACT

Faculty Members of the Department of Sanskrit 

DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT

Krishnagar Government college: Prospectus 2020
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Brief Overview

Established in 1846, the Department of

Philosophy is as old as Krishnagar Government

College itself. In spite of several changes, the

department has remained steadfast to its aim of

maintaining academic excellence. Over the years,

several scholars and professors of towering

stature have graced the department. The most

renowned among them was Professor Gopinath

Bhattacharya, under whose tutelage the hallowed

Department of Philosophy at Jadavpur University

came into existence. Presently the Department of

Philosophy offers Undergraduate (Honours and

General) and Postgraduate degree courses

following the Choice Based Credit System

(CBCS) mode.

Facilities

One of the most reputed departments of the college, the

Department of Philosophy, Krishnagar Government College,

comprises of serious, committed faculty members with

specialization in various areas of Philosophy like Indian &

Western Philosophy, Logic (Indian & Western), Ethics (Indian

&Western), Continental Philosophy, Philosophy of Religion and

a host of others. The department has its own, separate building,

which is endowed with commendable facilities. The Seminar

Library of the department is a treasure trove of rare books and

journals amassed over the course of its 175 year history.

Modus Operandi

The primary endeavour of the

department has always been enkindling

young minds to the point that they

engage in critical discussions on topics

relevant to the discipline. Following the

global trend in academia,

interdisciplinary thinking is promoted by

means of special lectures, invited

lectures and seminars organized from

time to time. Through rigorous academic

training and critical thinking, our

students have become capable of

exploring a wide range of career choices,

glorifying their alma mater through

significant contributions in fields such as

academics, administration, social service

and others.

Faculty Members

1. Smt. Sewli Das (Karmakar)-Associate Professor & HOD

2. Dr. Swati Bhattacharya- Assistant Professor

3. Smt. Edha Chakraborti- Assistant Professor

4. Md. Eltutmis- Assistant Professor

5. Shri Buddhiswar Haldar- Assistant Professor

6. Shri. Mebar Hossain- Assistant Professor

Celebration of World Philosophy Day

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY (U.G. & P.G.) 
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Brief Overview

The journey of the Department of

History as a separate Honours

department at Krishnagar

Government college began in the

year 1918. However, since the

establishment of the college in 1846,

history has been taught as a subject.

Under the current Choice Based

Credit System (CBCS), the

department offers both History

Honours and General courses as

recommended by the University of

Kalyani. The department with its rich

heritage has the distinction of

attracting meritorious students and

has continued to produce outstanding

students till date.

Facilities

The department is housed at the main building

of the college. It has a small seminar library

with around 350 books and journals in both

Bengali and English covering the prescribed

syllabus. The students are encouraged to

borrow books from the seminar library.

Modus Operandi

The functioning of the department is guided by the

objective of developing critical and analytical thinking as

well as creative skill in the students. In order to make the

teacher-student interaction more effective, the faculty

members remain engaged in devising new pedagogic

practices. Apart from normal lectures, group discussions,

tutorials, class tests, home assignments etc. are also

arranged to assess the continuous progress of the

students. In every academic year, a good number of

students get first class in the university examinations

which speaks volume of the department. Many of the

students after graduating from this department have

either pursued higher education in the universities and

cracked exams like SET or found employment in other

sectors. In order to ensure the holistic development of the

students, the department positively encourages them to

participate in extracurricular activities.

Faculty Members

1. Smt.Sanjukta Sanyal, Assistant Professor

& HOD

2. Shri. Tanmoy Bhattacharjee, Assistant

Professor

3. Shri. Tanmoy De, Assistant Professor

4. Smt. Priyanka Biswas, Assistant Professor

5. Smt. Swagata Dey, SACT

6. Shri. Ranjit Nandi, SACT

7. Shri. Tirtha Sarkar, SACT

Celebration of 175th Anniversary of our College 

Parent Teacher Meeting, 2019

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
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Brief Overview

The department of Statistics,

Krishnagar Government College, came into

existence in 1981. Currently under the

Choice Based Credit System (CBCS), the

department offers General course in

Statistics. This course provides an exciting

opportunity to engage with the quantitative

aspects of the social, biological and

physical sciences. Generally students from

Mathematics, Economics and Physics

departments opt for this subject. Since its

inception, the department strives hard to

maintain its distinctive competence.

Facilities

The department is housed at the

Mathematics department building. It

has a well-stocked seminar library to

serve the needs of the students.

Modus Operandi

In spite of its limitations, the department of Statistics always

endeavours to impart quality education to the learners. Focusing on

the increasing role of Statistics in diverse areas and its

indispensability in marketing, finance and strategy-making, students

are trained to acquire tools in the areas of applied statistics,

statistical methods and analysis. As the intake capacity of the

department has augmented significantly in the last three years, the

faculty members experiment with new pedagogic practices to cater

to the needs of the increasing number of students. The emphasis of

the teaching-learning process is on relating statistical concepts to

real world ideas that are familiar to the students.

Faculty Members

1.  Dr. Subrata Rana, Assistant 

Professor & HOD

2. Shri. Goutam Barman, 

Assistant Professor.

DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS

Central Library of the College, one of the oldest

institutional libraries in the state, is a veritable treasure-

trove of knowledge adorned with several rare books.

Teachers and students benefit immensely from library

facilities such as the availability of huge number of books

and journals across disciplines and access to the internet.

The two-storied library building occupies a total surface

area of approximately 482.4 sq mts and allows about 70

readers to sit and read simultaneously. The ground floor is

dedicated to books and journals pertaining to the

Humanities while the first-floor houses those from the

Sciences and Social Sciences. The ground floor also

contains an IT chamber, a rare-books section and the

Librarian’s section.

Librarian

1. Shri. Surjya Kumar Mandal, Associate Grade

Central Library

Krishnagar Government college: Prospectus 2020
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Principal’s Office

1. Vacant, Head Clerk

2. Vacant, UDC (No of post: 02)

3. Vacant, Accoutant (No of post: 02)

4. Sri Debabrata Mondal, Cashier

5. Sri. Kajal Saha, Storekeeper

6. Ms.Jayita Ghosh, LDC.

7. Vacant, LDC (No of post: 02)

8. Vacant, Typist

9. Vacant, Cash Sarkar

10. Sri. Gopal Biswas, Data Entry Operator

11. Sri. Sibram Pal, Data Entry Operator

12. Smt. Ritu Das, Group D

13. Sri. Subhas Chandra Parui, Group D

14. Sri Surendra Mahato, Darwan, Group D

15. Vacant, Group D (No. of Post: 09)

16. Sri Tapan Haari, Sweeper

17. Sri Rabi Zamadar, Sweeper

18. Sri Raja Hela, Sweeper

Departmental Staff 

Department of Chemistry

1.   Sri Gopal Majhi, Compounder, Group-C                                   

2.   Vacant, Group-D (No. of post: 03)

Department of Physics

1.  Vacant, Instrument Keeper, Group-C

2.   Vacant, Mechanic, Group-C

3. Vacant, Group-D (No. of post: 03)

Department of Botany

1. Vacant, Group-D (No. of post: 02)

2.  Vacant, Skilled bearer

Department of  Zoology 

1. Vacant, Group-D (No. of post: 05)

Department of Physiology

1.  Laboratory Assistant, Group-C, Vacant post

2.  Sri Bijoy Kumar Sardar, Group-D

3.  Group-D: Vacant post

Department of Geography

1.  Sri Nirmal Kumar Saha, Group-D

Department of  Bengali & Mathematics

1. Sri Mangal Karmakar, Group-D

Non-Teaching Staff

Department of Philosophy

1.  Sri. Nitai Acharjee, Group-D

Department of  Zoology 

1.  Smt Jharna Sarkar (Bhakta)

Library

1. Sri Srabani Sengupta, Group-D

2. Vacant, Group-D (No. of post: 02)

Night Guard

1.  Sri  Patit Paban Sarkar, Group-D

2.  Sri Ajit Kumar Kirtania, Group-D

3.  Sri Satish Sarkar, Group-D

New Hostel

1.  Sri  Abhijit Das, Assistant Cook

2.  Sri Parimal Das, Assistant Cook

3.  Vacant, Assistant Cook

Old Hostel

1.  Sri Ramchandra Ray, Cook

2.  Sri Balaram Sarkar, Assistant Cook

3.  Vacant, Assistant Cook
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Students’ Section

1. For any information, the candidates should contact the Students’ Section.

2. For applying to any other institutes or organization the students should make 02 photocopies of the
application and relevant papers and submit those to the Principal for attestation and signature through the
Students’ Section. It should be done 3 days before the final date of submission of the application.

3. For signature of any forms or applications by the Principal, the students should submit the same to the
Students’ Section

Discipline:

1.Till the notification of the result of the final examination the students are considered to be the bonafide
present students of the college.

2.All the rules and regulations of the college declared at different times of an academic session should be
followed and obeyed by the students.

3.Students should collect their college Identity Card and keep it with them in safe custody.

4.Loitering around the corridors, classrooms and examination halls is strictly prohibited.

5.Participation in games and sports is important.

6.Other than any satisfactory reasons, presence of students in tutorial classes is mandatory.

7.Absence of a student from any examination in the college shall be treated as an act of misconduct and
breaking the discipline of the college. If a student is unable to appear in one or more examination, he/ she
should submit relevant evidence of his /her absence to the Principal, countersigned by the guardian.

8.Guardians should attend the Parents’- Teachers’ meetings held in the college, organized by the Parents-
Teachers Council.

9.There is a Grievance Redressing Cell where students and their guardians may lodge complaints if and when
required.

10.Ragging is strictly forbidden in the college. If anyone is found guilty of ragging shall be punished
according to the Court of Law. It is also to be noted that during admission, students and their guardians have
to submit an anti-ragging affidavit as directed by the Supreme Court. Affidavits may be filled online at the
following websites: www.amanmovement.org OR www.antiragging.in but a hardcopy of the same has to
be submitted to the college authority.

11.According to the rules and regulations of the University of Kalyani, 75% attendance of the students in
classes is mandatory. At least 60% classes are to be attended so that after applying the non-collegiate fee the
candidate may be eligible to appear in any examination conducted by the University. Students with below
60% attendance in class are considered as dis-collegiate and not allowed to appear in the final examination
conducted by the University. Physical disabilities or other excuses are also rendered invalid in this case.

Central Library and Seminar Library:

1. Library card is issued on the basis of college Identity cards and admission receipts of the students.

2. Books are lent to the students from the beginning of academic session on the basis of thei Library cards.

3. Students are allowed to read the books on a day-issue basis within the library premises in exchange of the
Identity card or a reader’s ticket.

4. Books issued at home should be returned within a fortnight. Any kind of failure is subject to fine and
penalty. Prior to the form fill up for any examination conducted by the University, the books borrowed from
the Central as well as the Seminar Library are to be returned.

5. Library card is non-transferrable. At the end of the academic session the card should be returned to the
relevant authority.

6. Books of the reading room and journals are to be consulted during the Library hours (day issue) only and
they are to be returned accordingly.

7. To maintain silence in the Library is mandatory.

8. Students should check the conditions of the books before borrowing them for home issue. Any damage
found while returning the book or misplacement of the book is subject to fine and penalty.

General Information of The College
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1. Annual admission facility is available in the Hostel.

2. There are two Boys’ Hostel associated with the college:

i. Old Hindu Hostel:        Number of seats- 60

ii. New Hindu Hostel:      Number of seats- 40

3. Monthly expenditure:

Mess charge:                          Rs.1200/-(approximately)

Establishment charge:            Rs. 30/-

Seat Rent:                               Rs.2/-

Visitors’ Room:                      Rs. 5/-

4. While admission in the hostel, admission fee of Rs.50/-, furniture fee of Rs.50/- (annually) and monthly 

expenditure fee of Rs. 400/- (refundable) are to be deposited. An amount of Rs. 100/- as caution money is also to 

be deposited. While leaving the hostel, this money may be refunded to the student, if applied to the Hostel 

superintendent.

5. Seat tax and other monthly expenditures are to be paid from the month of June. Candidates interested to avail 

the hostel facility should give separate application to the Hostel Superintendent.

6. Along with the application, recent passport photograph, medically fit certificate (about general health and 

contagious diseases), photocopy of mark sheet of the previous examination passed, certificate from the Head of 

the Institution of the previous institution attended and the address and pay certificate of the guardian attested by 

the Mayor or Councilor or Chairman of the Municipality of his locality are required to be submitted to seek 

admission in the hostel.

7. During admission in the hostel the candidate should be present with his guardian.

8. Other information are to be collected from the superintendent of the hostel.

College Playground:
The college is surrounded by vast play grounds.

Students’ Hostel:

New Hindu HostelOld Hindu Hostel
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1. Physically handicapped students are given government stipends by the college under the sponsorship of 

Mass Education Department.

2. SC, ST and OBC students are given government grants by the college through the Social Welfare 

Department of the office of the District Magistrate and District Collector. (Certification from the local 

S.D.O. is the only valid evidence of a student belonging to the category of SC, ST or OBC).

3. Donations, aids, awards are given to meritorious students, economically deprived students, a combination 

of the previous two and students from the minority groups of the University  by representatives of individual 

donors or organizations.

4. 10% students of the college are given the facility of free studentship and another 10% are given half-free 

studentship by Governing Body of the college. Candidates who have passed out their previous examination 

conducted by the University with a first class, are eligible for free studentship and those who have passed 

out with second class are eligible for half-free facility.

5. If the University scholarships are stopped for the time being and tuition fees are not paid by the students 

in due time, their scholarships and stipends will be stopped for that span of time.

6.  If the students eligible for grants and scholarships are absent in class, they are required to show 

satisfactory reasons for their leave from college. Otherwise their grants may be stopped by the college 

authority.

Scholarships and Stipends
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Process for formation of the new governing body has been initiated and yet to be formed.

1. There is a Career Counselling Centre in the college, aiming to help the students in selecting appropriate 

vocation for them. However, full proof success of this service is not granted.

2. Provision N.S.S. activities for the students.

3. There are two units of N.S.S.  (National Service Scheme) through which students occupy themselves in 

benevolent activities.

The Study Centre of Netaji Open University is found in Krishnagar Govt. College. If candidates fail to get

admission in this college or any other institutions, they may pursue their higher education through this Open

University. A number of students qualify in their Graduate and Post Graduate courses through this

University and lead a well established life.

A number of ex-students of this college have become renowned personalities. There is an Alumni

Association in this college consisting of the ex students. This association is always active in proper academic

and cultural development of the college.

Other Services and facilities:

Open University

College Alumni

Governing Body
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Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
According to the guidelines of the National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC), the Internal

Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) at the Krishnagar Government College was established in 2008 as a post-

accreditation initiative to enhance and sustain the quality of the teaching-learning process. One of the pillars

to uphold the culture of excellence established at the college, the IQAC promotes innovation, advocates

inclusion and catalyses the holistic growth of the primary stakeholders.

Objectives
The primary objectives of the IQAC as per the NAAC guidelines are

To develop a system for conscious, consistent, and catalytic action to improve the academic and 

administrative performance of the institution.

To promote measures for institutional functioning towards quality enhancement through internalization of 

quality culture and institutionalization of best practices.

Functions
It is an actively functioning unit of the college that establishes coordination among the Principal, faculty

members and other stakeholders involved in the teaching-learning process. In the beginning of every

academic year, the IQAC chalks out the plan of action for the institutional development, monitors their

implementations and evaluates the outcome achieved by the end of the year which gets reflected in the

Annual Quality Assurance Report (AQAR). Under its leadership, the faculty members are continuously

encouraged to update themselves and to impart that updated knowledge to the students. It gives emphasis

upon the creation of a learner-centric environment and positively encourages the teachers for greater use of

the ICT enabled teaching-learning process. It also uses the feedback received from different stakeholders to

make an overall assessment of teaching-learning process in the college. The functions of the IQAC further

include the documentation of various programmes/activities of the college and the promotion of quality

related activities and issues through various programmes such as seminars, workshops, symposia, panel

discussions etc. for all the stakeholders of the institution. It also encourages self-evaluation and

accountability which are crucial for maintaining the required standard at the academic as well as

administrative level of the college.

Social Media Awareness Programme
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Students’ Union

The Students’ Union is comprised of the representatives from the Under Graduate and Post Graduate levels.

There is no political party colour in electing the members of the Students’ Union. The Students’ Union is

responsible for annual publication of the college magazine, maintenance of the common rooms, conducting

sports and games and recreational activities and annual sports. Moreover, it conducts blood donation camps,

plantation, programmes for maintenance of flora around the college campus and related activities. Besides,

Fresher’s Welcome, Teacher’s Day celebration, activities within the purview of the Study Circle such as,

Recitation, Quiz, Debate, Extempore, other cultural activities and College Annual Function are also

organized by the Students’ Union.
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